
As Complementary Metal‐Oxide‐Semiconductor (CMOS) transistors begin to face significant scaling challenges, work has 
started in earnest to explore new devices that can poten ally replace CMOS. Spintronic devices, u lizing the spin of elec‐
trons as state variable for computa on, have recently emerged as one of the leading candidates for post‐CMOS technolo‐
gy. Recent experiments on spin‐transfer torque devices have demonstrated high speed magne za on switching of nano‐
scale magnets with small current densi es. Coupled with other proper es, such as non‐vola lity, zero current leakage, 
high integra on density, the spin‐transfer torque devices can be inherently suitable in some unconven onal compu ng 
models for informa on processing. In this talk, I will present brain‐inspired and Non‐Boolean compu ng with spin‐transfer 
torque devices. In brain‐inspired compu ng, the proposed ‘spin‐neuron’ can provide direct mapping to the opera on of 
biological neuron, leading to ultra‐low power neuromorphic computa on hardware. I will also introduce work that em‐
ploys the dynamics of coupled spin‐torque oscillators for low‐power non‐Boolean compu ng. Finally, I will discuss future 
research in brain‐inspired, Non‐Boolean and Boolean compu ng with emerging nanoscale devices and techniques in the 
device/ circuit/ architecture levels suitable for low‐power, high performance compu ng system design. 
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